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If I saw it, it probably wasn’t far from where
I was looking

Faculty of Human Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam, The NetherlandsEli Brenner

CNRS, LPP Université Paris Descartes,
Paris, FrancePascal Mamassian

Faculty of Human Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam, The NetherlandsJeroen B. J. Smeets

People are most likely to see something if their gaze is directed at it. Thus if they saw something they may be biased
towards believing that they had been looking at it. In order to examine whether this is so we asked participants where a
target that jumped to a new position every 250 ms had been at a moment indicated by a flash or a tone. The jumping
introduced uncertainty about where the target was at the indicated moment, giving room for biases to be expressed.
Participants showed a clear preference to select positions that were nearer to where they were looking.
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Introduction

How people interpret the light reaching their eyes is
influenced by the assumptions that they make about the
environment. For instance, when the motion parallax that
people create by moving around is used to judge objects’
shapes, it is assumed that the objects themselves are static
and rigid. Similarly, when people rely on shading to judge
an object’s shape they are making assumptions about the
reflectance of the object’s surface and about the illumina-
tion. Without such assumptions the possibilities to
interpret visual stimulation would be very limited, so it
makes sense to accept assumptions that are seldom
violated in daily life. And indeed, people readily assume
that surfaces’ textures are homogeneous or isotropic in
order to judge their slants (Knill, 2003) and that the
illumination is from above in order to distinguish bumps
on the surface from dents in the surface (Mamassian &
Goutcher, 2001), in accordance with the texture of many
natural surfaces being isotropic and the illumination
usually being from above.
When an assumption is less unlikely to be violated it is

less certain that the assumption should be accepted, so the
likelihood that it is correct to do so must somehow be
considered. This likelihood is expressed in the extent to
which people rely on information based on an assumption
to make a certain judgement, in comparison with alter-
native sources of information that do not rely on the same
assumption, and in comparison with prior knowledge of
the likelihood of certain judgements being true. These

comparisons can readily be modelled within a Bayesian
framework (for a review see Kersten, Mamassian, &
Yuille, 2004). Doing so allows one to attribute biases in
people’s judgments to priors that are directly related to the
assumptions that people make. This method can reveal
less self-evident assumptions, such as that motion is likely
to be slow (Weiss, Simoncelli, & Adelson, 2002).
The extent to which one relies on various assumptions

presumably arises through interactions with the environ-
ment, during development and through evolution, just as
various other aspects of the visual system develop or
evolve to suit the environment (e.g., for colour see
Brenner & Cornelissen, 2005; Párraga, Troscianko, &
Tolhurst, 2002; Purves, Lotto, Williams, Nundy, & Yang,
2001). Thus one may expect to find priors that are related
to one’s interactions with the environment as well as ones
related to the statistics of the environment itself. An
obvious example is the viewpoint from which an object is
seen. A circular outline in the distance is more likely to be
judged to originate from a sphere than from a rod oriented
exactly along one’s line of sight, despite the fact that both
would give this outline. The reason is clear: if it is a rod it
is quite unlikely that it should be seen from exactly this
angle. Thus even if it is just as likely to find a rod in that
place as it is to find a sphere, the likelihood that the image
is caused by a rod is smaller. The assumption is that one is
not looking at the object from a special position.
In a recent study, moving targets were judged to be too

near to where the observer was looking (Brenner, van
Beers, Rotman, & Smeets, 2006). The bias was only along
the target’s path. This raised the suggestion that people are
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biased towards believing that they are looking at what
they see. The reasoning that was presented was similar to
that given above: people are more likely to see something
if their eyes are directed towards it, so if they saw
something it is likely to have been close to where they
were looking. A bias towards localising targets near where
one is looking is equivalent to a bias towards small
eccentricities. In this case the origin of the bias is not to be
found in the statistics of the scenes that we encounter in
daily life. Its origin lies in the way in which visual
information is processed within the eye and brain, with
most neuronal resources being devoted to a small area on
the retina, and eye movements directing this part of the
retina (the fovea) towards selected parts of the scene. In
the present study we demonstrate that people have such a
bias.
Since we do not expect a strong bias towards small

retinal eccentricities, we can only expect such a bias to
become apparent when there is considerable uncertainty
about targets’ positions. We did not want to achieve such
uncertainty by using targets that are difficult to detect,
because it is obvious that detection thresholds increase
with eccentricity. We could have tried to correct for
differences in detection across the retina, but that would
require knowledge of the particular aspect that is limiting
for our task (Raninen, Franssila, & Rovamo, 1991), and
we could never be certain that the bias that we are looking
for did not influence the tasks on which the correction is
based. We therefore used clearly visible targets, and
introduced temporal rather than spatial uncertainty about
the target’s position. Our experiment is somewhat similar

to Murakami’s (2001) experiment in which he asked
subjects to indicate whether a flash was to the left or to the
right of a jumping target. He found that people system-
atically related the position of the flash to a slightly later
position of the target. We asked subjects to indicate the
position at which a jumping target had been at the moment
of a flash or tone, so we expect to find a similar systematic
temporal error. Our main interest, however, was whether
we would also find a spatial bias.

Methods

The experiments were conducted in a dimly illuminated
room. Stimuli were presented on a 47.3 � 30.0 cm CRT
screen (resolution: 1280 � 800 pixels; 120 Hz) that was
150 cm from the subject. The background on the screen
was grey (about 15 cd/m2). Subjects fixated a 0.4 cm
(about 0.15 deg) diameter black disk at the centre of the
screen. The target was a 1 cm diameter (0.4 deg; about
30 cd/m2) green disk that jumped to a new position
every 250 ms (see Figure 1). The positions at which the
target could appear formed five concentric rings, 2, 4, 6, 8
and 10 cm from the fixation point; i.e., the target was
always at an eccentricity of about 0.8, 1.5, 2.3, 3.1 or
3.8 deg. Consecutive positions could be at any eccentricity
other than the same one, and the angle between two
consecutive points in relation to the fixation point was
never within 60 degrees. The moment of interest was

Figure 1. Experimental design. A green target jumped to a new position on one of five (invisible) concentric circles around the fixation point
every 250 ms. At some moment a red disk flashed over the black fixation point for one frame. The subject had to indicate where the target
was at the moment of the flash. We examined how the timing of the flash influenced the subject’s response. Time was defined relative to
the onset of the chosen target. In the second experiment the flash was replaced by a 20 ms, 8000 Hz tone (time was measured relative to
tone onset).
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either indicated by a flash at the fixation point or by a tone.
The flash that indicated the moment of interest was a 1 cm
diameter (0.4 deg; about 20 cd/m2) red disk that covered
the fixation point during one frame. This could only be
seen if one was looking at the fixation point as instructed.
The tone that indicated the moment of interest was a
computer-generated 8000 Hz tone of which the amplitude
decreased linearly to zero within 20 ms.

Subjects

Eight subjects each took part in two sessions. Two of
the subjects were authors. The other six were unaware of
the hypotheses under study. They were all colleagues with
experience in psychophysics. The only difference between
the two sessions was that in one session the target was a
dim flash, whereas in the other it was a tone. The research
was carried out at the ErasmusMC in Rotterdam in
accordance with the local guidelines.

Procedure

The flash or tone occurred between 1250 and 2500 ms
after the target started jumping around. Within this
interval the exact frame on which the flash occurred or
the tone presentation started was determined at random, so
it could occur at any time relative to the moment that the
target position changed. As soon as subjects detected a
flash or tone they were to move the computer mouse.
Moving the mouse more than 1 cm made the target
disappear and a cursor appear from beneath the fixation
point in accordance with how the mouse was moved. The
cursor was identical to the jumping target (i.e., it was a
1 cm diameter green disk). The subjects’ task was to place
this cursor at the position at which the jumping target had
been at the moment of the flash or tone. As soon as they
pressed the mouse button to indicate that the cursor was at
the appropriate position the cursor disappeared and the
jumping target appeared again. If subjects missed the flash
(or tone) they did not move the mouse so the target kept
jumping. In that case a new flash or tone appeared 2500 ms
after the previous one. Each session continued until
subjects had made 250 responses.

Data analysis

For each response we stored information about the exact
moment of the flash or tone with respect to target onset, the
target’s position, and the target’s previous and next
positions (the target was always at least one position
further by the time the subject responded). We consider two
kinds of errors: selecting the wrong position (a temporal
error) and misjudging that position (a spatial error). In order
to decide which position had been selected we first

determined the position that was closest to the indicated
position. This could be the actual position at that moment or
the previous or next one. We removed all three positions
associated with a response if there was an angle of more
than 60 degrees between the indicated and the nearest
position (in relation to the fixation point), because in such
cases we doubt whether we have correctly identified the
selected target.
There are two possible manifestations of a bias towards

small eccentricities, associated with the two kinds of
errors mentioned above. The first is a tendency to select
the closer of two targets when in doubt about which was
present at the moment of the flash or tone. The second is a
tendency to underestimate the eccentricity of the selected
target when in doubt about its position. Since the
uncertainty in this study was primarily temporal, we
mainly expected to find the former kind of errors.
However we also examined whether the latter were
evident by plotting histograms of the eccentricity of the
indicated positions for each selected target eccentricity.
A first indication of whether there is a bias towards

selecting targets at small eccentricities was obtained by
simply counting the number of times that positions at each
eccentricity were chosen. We express this as a percentage
of the number of times that positions at the eccentricity in
question were present at the time of the flash or tone.
If there is a bias towards small eccentricities, we expect

its influence to depend on the timing of the flash or tone:
its influence will be strongest when people are least
certain about whether the target had been at either of two
positions. We therefore determined both the number of
times that the target was presented at each eccentricity for
every moment at which the flash or tone occurred, and the
number of times that the target at that eccentricity was
selected for each moment of the flash or tone. Beside
times that correspond with selecting the correct position,
we also considered ones that correspond with selecting the
previous and following positions, in which case 250 ms
was added or subtracted from the presentation time. Since
we defined time from the appearance of the correct target
this gave a range of times from j250 to 500 ms, with the
interval between 0 and 250 ms representing correct
responses. We determined the percentage of times that a
target position was chosen as a function of the time at
which the flash or tone was presented. This was done
separately for each of the five eccentricities (for both the
flash and the tone). We did so for each subject separately,
as well as for the pooled data of all eight subjects. These
sets of percentages were used to model the data.

Model

We propose a simple spatio-temporal model with which
to quantify the potential bias towards small eccentricities.
This spatial bias, the uncertainty about which target was
present at the time of the flash or tone, and the expected
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systematic timing error are all modelled within a Bayesian
framework. Let us assume that the probability of selecting
the target that is present at a certain moment relative to the
moment of the flash or tone onset can be described by a
Gaussian distribution G[%, A](t) with mean % and standard
deviation A. A positive value for % indicates that subjects
systematically select a target position at a later time than
the actual moment of the flash or tone (Murakami, 2001).
The standard deviation A represents the participants’
temporal precision. The target stays at each location for
T = 250 ms. The likelihood of selecting the correct target
1c(t) when the flash or tone was presented a time t after
the beginning of the interval is simply the area under the
Gaussian distribution over the duration of the interval
containing the target:

1cðtÞ ¼
Z T

0

G½%þt;A�ðsÞds ð1Þ

Similarly, we can determine the likelihoods 1a(t) and
1b(t) of selecting the targets that belong to the intervals
that occur respectively just after and before the correct
interval:

1aðtÞ ¼
Z 2T

T

G½%þt;A�ðsÞds

1bðtÞ ¼
Z 0

jT

G½%þt;A�ðsÞds

8>>><
>>>:

ð2Þ

In the spatial domain, all five eccentricities are equally
likely to be presented, so the spatial likelihood is uniform
and equal to one fifth. Given that the time and space
dimensions are independent in our experiment, the overall
spatio-temporal likelihood is simply the product of the
temporal and spatial likelihoods.
The flash or tone was equally likely to be presented

while the target was at each of the five positions between
1250 and 2500 ms after the target appeared. We will
therefore assume that the temporal prior probability is
uniform1. In contrast, we expect that small eccentricities
will be favoured over large ones, so we expect the spatial
prior probability :s(e) of selecting eccentricity e to
decrease with eccentricity. We do not propose a specific
function to describe :s(e). Only four degrees of freedom
are necessary to characterize the five measured values of
this function, because the prior probabilities must sum to
one. Again, given that the time and space dimensions are
independent in our experiment, the overall spatio-
temporal prior is simply the product of the temporal and
spatial priors.
We can now compute the posterior probability of

selecting the eccentricity of the correct interval given the
eccentricity e of the target and the time t since the onset of
the interval containing the target p(cke, t). Using Bayes’
rule, this posterior probability is proportional to the

product of the likelihood and prior. Omitting the terms
that are constant:

pðcke; tÞ ò 1cðtÞ:sðeÞ ð3Þ

The normalizing term that is necessary to make the
posterior a probability distribution consists of all possible
target choices weighted by their respective priors. Since
the experiment was designed to never have two consec-
utive targets at the same eccentricity, the average
probability when the participant does not choose the
correct interval depends on the eccentricity of the correct
target, because the other two relevant eccentricities can
each be any of the other four eccentricities. The posterior
can therefore be written as:

p cke; tð Þ ¼ 1cðtÞ:sðeÞ
1cðtÞ:sðeÞ þ ð1j 1cðtÞÞð1j :sðeÞÞ=4 ð4Þ

Similarly, we can write for the posteriors p(ake, t) and
p(bke, t) for selecting the target that belongs to the interval
that occurs respectively just after or before the correct
interval2:

p ake; tð Þ ¼ 1aðtÞ:sðeÞ
1aðtÞ:sðeÞ þ ð1j 1aðtÞÞð1j :sðeÞÞ=4

p bke; tð Þ ¼ 1bðtÞ:sðeÞ
1bðtÞ:sðeÞ þ ð1j 1bðtÞÞð1j :sðeÞÞ=4

8>><
>>:

ð5Þ

The model therefore has eight parameters: separate
parameters for the systematic temporal error % and
precision A in the flash and tone conditions, and four
parameters to specify the five values of the spatial prior
:s(e). We expect % and A to differ for the flash and tone
conditions, but the spatial bias to be the same in both
conditions. We fit this model to the 880 data points
(88 moments of the flash and 88 moments of the tone for
targets at each of the five eccentricities). We used the
corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) to further
evaluate whether our choice of this particular model is
justified. To do so we compared the fit with that to
several simple modifications of the model.

Control experiment

More eccentric targets could be chosen less frequently
because they are more difficult to detect. We used clearly
visible targets to prevent them from going by unnoticed,
but to make completely sure that this was not the issue we
also examined whether varying the visibility (well above
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detection threshold) makes a difference. Eight subjects
performed the same task, but the target was now always at
an eccentricity of 6 cm (2.3 deg) and it was either twice as
large (2 cm, 0.8 deg diameter) or half the size (0.5 cm,
0.2 deg diameter) of the original target. Its size was chosen
at random for every position. It was equally likely to be
large or small. Otherwise the stimuli (including the cursor
size), procedure and task were identical to those for the
main session in which a flash was used to signal the
moment of interest. The analysis was also the same except
that the model was modified by replacing the prior for
selecting targets at a certain eccentricity :s(e) by a prior
for selecting targets of a certain size :large and :small. We
now fit 3 parameters (A, %, :large; :small = 1 j :large) to
twice 88 data points.

Results

We first used the positions that the subjects indicated to
determine which target the subject judged to have been
present at the moment of the flash or tone. Since the
targets were quite conspicuous we did not expect subjects
to indicate positions that were very far from one of the
true positions. Figure 2 shows histograms of the eccen-
tricities at which subjects reported having perceived the
targets. The colours indicate the true eccentricity of the
target that we considered the subject to be indicating.
Subjects had a slight tendency to overestimate the
eccentricity of the nearest targets (2 cm) and to under-
estimate the eccentricity of the farthest ones (10 cm).
They probably quickly became aware of the range of
possible eccentricities, and were biased towards respond-
ing within this range (Körding & Wolpert, 2004). If there

is any tendency to underestimate the eccentricity it is
clearly negligible in comparison with this bias. Subjects
were slightly more accurate spatially when the moment of
interest was indicated by a tone.
Obviously, due to the way we designed the experiment,

the subjects’ uncertainty about where to indicate was
mainly in choosing between the possible target positions,
rather than in knowing where the target had been. A first
indication of a preference for selecting targets at certain
eccentricities when determining which target had been
present at the moment of the flash or tone is obtained by
dividing the number of times that targets at each
eccentricity were chosen by the number of times that
doing so was the correct choice (Table 1). These ratios
suggest that people are biased towards small eccentric-
ities: people selected targets at small eccentricities more
frequently than they should have (values above 100%).
Figure 3 shows four examples of the way in which the

probability of choosing a target position depends on the
moment of the flash or tone and on the eccentricity of
the target. Note that the timing was more precise
(sharper transitions) for the tone than for the flash, and
that a position had the highest chance of being chosen if
the flash or tone was presented soon after the target

Figure 2. Histograms of indicated eccentricity (2 mm bins). Pooled data of eight subjects. Different colours represent the five actual
eccentricities of the target that was considered to have been chosen.

Eccentricity 2 4 6 8 10

Preference (%) Flash 140 112 93 85 74
Tone 117 108 90 96 89

Table 1. Preference for each eccentricity. Trials were categorised
by the eccentricity of the target at the moment of the flash or tone
onset. The preference is obtained by dividing the number of times
that a target at a given eccentricity was chosen by the number of
trials in which the correct target was at that eccentricity.
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appeared at that position (peaks are at the left side of the
grey areas) and if the position itself was near fixation
(peaks are higher for the smaller eccentricity of 2 cm).
The thick red curves show the best fit of our model that
combines temporal uncertainty with a spatial bias.
Figure 4 shows the model parameters of the best fit (the

parameters that give the smallest sum of squares of the
residuals). Based on this fit, the likelihoods of selecting
the five positions is 0.298, 0.218, 0.174, 0.164 and 0.146
for eccentricities of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 cm, respectively. In
other words, in the absence of any evidence subjects are
twice as likely to choose a target at an eccentricity of 2 cm
than one at 10 cm. There was also a systematic temporal

error of 48 ms for the flash and 94 ms for the tone. The
temporal uncertainty (standard deviation) is 151 ms for
the flash and 67 ms for the tone (note that this is the
combined uncertainty of the moment that the target
position changes, the moment that the flash or tone
occurs, and comparing these moments). In addition to
fitting the model to data pooled across all subjects we also
fit the model to each subject’s data separately. The
average values of the fits for individual subjects are very
similar to the values of the fits to the pooled data, and are
shown by the symbols in Figure 4.
Trials were removed from further analysis if we were

uncertain about which position had been chosen: if the

Figure 3. The eight subjects’ pooled data for the positions nearest to (2 cm) and furthest from (10 cm) fixation. Dots show the proportion of
presentations on which that target position was chosen. Those within the shaded area are correct responses. The thin black curve is a
smoothed version of the data (convolution with a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 20 ms). The thick red curves show the
best fit of our 8<parameter model to the data for all five eccentricities, considering instances on which the correct target was chosen (c), as
well as ones in which subjects picked the target after (a) or before (b) the correct one.
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angle between the nearest target position to the indicated
position, the fixation point, and the indicated position
itself was more than 60 degrees (Table 2). One reason for
this happening is subjects choosing a target position that
was presented earlier or later than the temporal range that
we considered: more than 250 ms earlier or later than the
correct one. Figure 3 suggests that this could be an issue,
especially for the flash, so we estimated how often it is
expected to have happened from our model: this corre-
sponds with the part of the surface under the thick red
curve that falls outside the Figure. We did so separately
for each subject on the basis of the parameters of the best

Figure 4. Values of the model’s eight parameters that give the best fit. The red bars are values for the fit to the pooled data as shown in
Figure 3. The blue symbols show average values for similar fits to individual subjects’ data (with standard errors across subjects). A. The
systematic temporal error: how much before target onset that the flash or tone has to appear for it to be judged to appear at the same time
as the target. B. The temporal uncertainty: the standard deviation in judgments of the timing of target onset relative to the flash or tone.
C. The spatial bias: the prior probability of selecting each eccentricity. These five values are defined by four parameters because the
sum of the values is one. The dotted line indicates what the values of s(e) would be if there were no bias. There is a clear bias to select
targets that are nearer to fixation.

Eccentricity 2 4 6 8 10

Removed (%) Flash 6.9 6.7 6.5 8.4 6.5
Tone 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.4 3.3

Table 2. Removed trials. Trials were categorised by the eccen-
tricity of the target at the moment of the flash or tone onset. They
were removed if neither the correct target nor the preceding or
next target was within 60 deg of the indicated position (in relation
to the fixation point).
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fit for that subject, and then averaged these percentages
across subjects (Table 3). This is an overestimate of the
expected number of trials removed due to temporal errors
of more than 250 ms, because on some of these trials one
of the three targets within the considered time interval will
fulfil the criteria for being considered to have been
chosen. These latter trials may be responsible for some
of the very incorrect indicated eccentricities in Figure 2.
Comparing Tables 2 and 3 we see that large temporal
errors cannot account for all the trials that were removed
from further analysis.
The model fits in Figure 3, and the consistency between

individual subjects’ parameters and the parameters for the
pooled data in Figure 4, suggest that our 8-parameter
model does quite a good job of fitting the data.
The sum of squares of the residuals is only 4.5% larger

for the eight-parameter model than if we fit three
parameters (%, A and :s(e)) to each condition separately
(30 parameters in total). On the basis of AICc this means
that our 8-parameter model is 42 times more likely to be
true than such a 30-parameter model. Reducing the number
of parameters from eight to seven by using the same
temporal uncertainty (standard deviation of the cumulative
Gaussian) for the flash and the tone increased the residual
variability by 53%. Using the same temporal bias for the
flash and the tone increased the residual variability by
12%. Reducing the number of parameters from eight to
four by removing the spatial biases increased the residual
variability by 20%. In all three cases AICc indicates that
our 8-parameter model is more than a million times more
likely to be true than the model with fewer parameters.
Thus we consider our 8-parameter model to give a good
description of the data.
We find a systematic tendency to select the nearer target

position (higher values for smaller eccentricities in Table 1;
higher peaks for the smaller target eccentricity in Figure 3;
larger values for the prior at smaller eccentricities in
Figure 4C) rather than to underestimate the selected
target’s eccentricity (Figure 2). This was what we intended
to achieve by presenting a conspicuous target that was
changing its position at a high rate (4 Hz), so that the
uncertainty would primarily be temporal. Nevertheless, to
make completely sure that our interpretation is correct,
rather than the bias arising from targets nearer to fixation
being easier to detect, we conducted a control experiment
in which targets of two sizes were presented at a single
eccentricity. Figure 5 shows that a factor 4 in target

diameter (16 in surface) makes no difference at all to
subjects’ likelihoods of selecting the target. Subjects also
set the same average eccentricity for both target sizes
(5.53 cm).

Discussion

Our most important result is that we found a clear bias
towards selecting target positions near fixation. This was
already evident from comparing how often subjects chose
targets at each eccentricity with how often they should
have done so (Table 1) and is confirmed by our more
elaborate analysis. From Table 1 one may get the
impression that the spatial bias is stronger when a flash
is used to indicate the moment of interest, which would
run counter to our conclusion that the spatial and temporal
aspects of the task are independent. However, it is in fact
consistent with our model because the spatial bias should
be more pronounced if there is more temporal uncertainty,
which is the case for the flashes (see Figure 4B).
We interpret the tendency to select positions near

fixation as a bias in people’s choices when in doubt.

Eccentricity 2 4 6 8 10

Expected to be outside
temporal range (%)

Flash 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.7 3.7
Tone 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3

Table 3. The percentage of trials for which our model predicts that
a target will be chosen that is beyond the considered temporal
range. The percentages were calculated on the basis of individual
subjects’ fits. Values are averages across subjects.

Figure 5. Eight subjects’ pooled data for a control experiment
with large (2 cm diameter; black symbols and curves) and small
(0.5 cm diameter; red symbols and curves) targets, all at an
eccentricity of 6 cm. Dots show the proportion of presentations
on which that target was chosen. The thin curves are smoothed
versions of the data. The two thick curves show the best fit of a
3<parameter model (values given in the top right corner). Clearly
a 16<fold change in target surface makes very little difference.
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However subjects were not extremely precise in indicating
the selected position, especially at large eccentricities
(Figure 2). What if subjects underestimated large eccen-
tricities to a greater extent than would appear from
Figure 2, and on some trials in which the eccentricity was
clearly underestimated a different target position was
nearer the indicated position, so such trials were removed
because the nearest target was not within 60 deg of the
indicated position (remember that consecutive positions
were never presented within 60 deg of each other). Part of
the reason for having to remove more trials than we would
expect on the basis of the temporal properties alone
(compare Tables 2 and 3), especially at large eccentricities,
could be that subjects sometimes made large errors in
indicating the selected position. However the difference in
the number of removed positions between the eccentricities
is much too small to interfere with our conclusions.
We found a larger systematic temporal error and less

temporal uncertainty when the moment of interest was
indicated by a tone than when it was indicated by a flash
(Figures 4A and 4B). The lower uncertainty could just be
because the temporal resolution of auditory stimuli is
higher. However, the modelled uncertainty is a combina-
tion of uncertainty about the moment that the target
jumps, uncertainty about the moment of the flash or tone,
and uncertainty about synchronising the two. It is there-
fore also possible that the lower uncertainty with the tone
is partly due to it being easier to synchronise the change in
target position with a tone, than with another visual
stimulus (the flash). It may also have to do with the fact
that the flash was quite faint whereas the tone was clearly
audible. Thus we cannot really conclude anything definite
from these values.
The systematic temporal error may also be influenced

by how conspicuous the flash was relative to the tone.
However it is surprising to see that although the tone was
more conspicuous and was associated with less temporal
uncertainty, the systematic error was larger for the tone.
We have no explanation for this, but it is reassuring to find
that the systematic temporal errors that we found (about
50 ms for the flash and slightly more for the tone) are
similar to those that have been found in other studies in
which targets had to be localised at the moment of a flash
(Brenner & Smeets, 2000; Murakami, 2001; Nijhawan,
1994) or tone (Alais & Burr, 2003).
In the introduction we proposed that it would be logical to

be biased towards localising objects where we are looking,
because we are most likely to see objects if we are looking
at them. The fact that the bias towards the fixation point is
as strong for the tone as for the flash makes it unlikely that it
has anything to do with the relevance of the fixation point
for the task at hand, because the region of the fixation point
is much more relevant to the task when a flash indicates the
moment of interest (the flash is at the fixation point) than
when a tone does so. Therefore we feel that we can
conclude that people are indeed biased towards believing
that things that they saw were where they were looking.
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Footnotes

1

This is probably not completely true, because for
instance the fifth target position (1000–1250 ms) is
sometimes chosen although it is never the correct choice.

2

For simplicity we ignore the fact that subjects
mayVand probably doVoccasionally consider a target
that is further removed from the correct one than the one
immediately before or after it, and the fact that the target
before and after the correct one could be at the same
eccentricity, because neither can be expected to make
much difference.
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